STEAM WORD SEARCH

M E N G I N E C P B I H G D Q K C Q K G
A R N Q J U J Y Q U C I C O L O R A I M
T L H L O E F F O I F O R M U L A N R N
H R E E R T X K H L Z D K G G H G C N F
C L P K A T T P G D B N L T E T O G A V
N H A M M D G O L B A T T E R Y J C L T
I A I Y Y B L W O O N R C D C B N Y G E
O M N C D G I I J L R D D J Z M M E C
S C T U F L S O G F S E L G I P G B B H
K A S Y U S X G L H G Y L K N F W M R N
E R D S H M Z P M O T A A K I U O S A O
J E E I O C I U N J G C B E M N X K Y L
T E S Z T L R P G A K Y O J D Y E D M O
J R I J F K U Y H H Q S R C M G X T Y G
I D G I D Z W T W Y B L A M E H R R I Y
R B N M H T L G I H S Q T F F U A N B C
K P O D U D E M N O E I E L C K K T P V
D R D O E F A K V N N E C I S Y L L Y L
T K T E L N R H Q Q B G L S M U P V R J
E U Q W X H N X F G E L E C T R I C Q E

COLLABORATE TECHNOLOGY HEADLIGHT ELECTRIC
SOLUTION ALGEBRA KINETIC EXPLORE
BIOLOGY BATTERY PHYSICS CAREER
FORMULA ENGINE TOOLS LEARN
BUILD COLOR WHEEL MATH
DESIGN PAINT FUN

FORD STEAM EXPERIENCE
FORD MUSTANG

1. Color your design
2. Carefully cut out using the outer line
3. Fold where the dotted lines are
4. Glue the striped sections and connect the overlaps
5. Display your Ford Mustang!
STEAM WORD SCRAMBLE
Can you unscramble the letters to find the correct words?

NEHCLGOTOY
ERXLOPE
NULOSNOTI
URFMALO
NAPIT
DIBLU
YNEGRE
TTBARYE
SPSIHCY
CEINTIK
SHGLIHADET
NDGSIE
CYILERICTET
WSELEH
TIRCUIC

STEAM PAPER FORTUNE TELLER

Directions: Cut out square and fold as instructed below. Enjoy!

How to Play:
1. Play with a friend and have them choose one of the top four squares.
2. Look for the number on the square selected. Open and close the fortune teller the right number of times. Open up and down, and side to side as you count the right amount they picked.
3. Once you stop counting, look inside and let your friend pick again.
4. Count the numbers, open close, side to side, then choose again.
5. Whatever they choose, open the flap and read the fortune.

1. You’re a Future Mathematician
Solving the world’s hardest math problems is easy peasy.

2. You’re a Future Artist
You’ll be designing sports cars that go almost faster than the speed of light.

3. You’re a Future Biophysicist
You’re going to discover new treatments that will help people heal from around the world.

4. You’re a Future Cryptographer
You develop algorithms and you encrypt information to keep the internet safe.

5. You’re a Future Mechanical Engineer
You’ll be building engines for the coolest car companies in the world.

6. You’re a Future Robotics Engineer
Robots with 5 arms? Why not!

7. You’re a Future App Developer
You’ll design a mobile app that lets everyone from around the world hang out in one big party!

8. You’re a Future Scientist
You’ll have your own science lab where you can experiment and explore!